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as mentioned above, brawlhalla does not require you to pay money in order to be able to unlock
everything. however, the options that are available are quite limited and there are only a small

number of weapons in the game. if you prefer to spend your time rather than your money, then you
can spend the time to unlock everything. if you wish to spend money, there are plenty of items that
are available that you can purchase, and you can also purchase a pack of weapon skins. whenever a
game is set in a fantasy setting, it is usually fun to collect as much lore as you can. before you start

collecting weapons, you might want to be sure that there is a reason that you are collecting
weapons. different games have different reasons for collecting weapons, and different weapons have
different purposes. the best weapons will be used in special situations. the most important weapon
in brawlhalla is the brawlblade. the brawlblade is quite strong and has a great rate of fire, and it is

excellent for ground-based combat. the dual blade is a good weapon for a vertical fight, but it can be
challenging to keep in your hand. the blade plastique is a unique weapon that can be used to stun an
opponent or to deal a lot of damage. the weapons in brawlhalla are only available after players have
unlocked their swords. each of these weapons have a color that matches the color of their weapon,

and the colors are as follows: bladed weapons - white, melee weapons - blue, energy weapons -
orange, heavy weapons - red, and special weapons - green. some of the weapons are unique, and

they have a different look and feel. the following are the different weapons that are available in the
game: the dual blade, blade plastique, the brawlblade, dual blade, brawlaxe, dual blade, the energy

blade, brawlaxe, the super smash axe, dual blade, plasma axe, and the slam axe. there are also
other weapons that you can unlock, and they have a different look and feel.
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